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It comes about, therefore, that we ﬁnd precisely among the
heretics of all ages men who were inspired by this highest religious
experience; often they appeared to their contemporaries as atheists,
but sometimes also as saints. Viewed from this angle, men like
Democritus, Francis of Assisi, and Spinoza are near to one another.
—             
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PREFACE

I started thinking about this project in , inspired, partly, by the
attempt to shift the global debate away from the customary “us versus
them” binary—however this binary is conceived—to one that highlights
common trends and perils in the Islamic world and the United States. It
was clear to me that both nations, or ummas, if you will, were endangered
by forces darker and more insidious than the ones they were ﬁghting with
guns and bombs. Sometimes all we need is a diﬀerent perspective to untie
knotty problems, loosen the climate of suspicion, and, if all works well,
increase the possibilities for dialogue and thoughtful collective action. By
looking at the fortunes of Muslim and American societies together, we may
perhaps recognize the futility of armed conﬂict and consider solutions that
address underlying causes, rather than exacerbate anger and confusion.
Readers familiar with my previous academic work will ﬁnd a diﬀerent
rhetorical approach in this book. My goal here is to address scholars and
general readers from any discipline, culture, religion, and (if translated)
language who want to understand how Muslims and Americans are trapped
in the nightmares of their own histories. Although specialized knowledge
designed for fellow academics is vital for the well-being of any society,
scholarship must sometimes step over the boundaries of its sheltered environment and jealously guarded conventions to reframe questions and
help create better conditions for broad, democratic dialogue.
The task of undertaking such a project was daunting, not least because
I am quite aware of the emotions it could stir among traditionalists in
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both camps, and also because of the vast scope of my inquiry. It is always
a bit of a gamble to examine well-established traditions critically, for to
question their foundations is akin, in some ways, to undoing the structures of our identities and communities. However imperfect they may
be, traditions, whether national, religious, or both, are the ties that bind
us together; to imagine a world without them is to see oneself falling into
some kind of existential abyss. The scriptures of our cultures (such as the
Bible, Quran, or the Declaration of Independence) may be the work of
humans in history, often carried out in messy and complicated circumstances and therefore open to critique and reevaluation, as this work will
suggest; still, doing so doesn’t really take away from the frightening prospects such questioning engenders. Where would we be without our communities, anchored as they are in beliefs that rarely withstand the scrutiny
of modern knowledge and which, moreover, contain the seeds of violence that continue to undermine our quest for peace? It is a question yet
to be fully and rigorously addressed, but for now I limit myself to opening up our myths and scriptures for more capacious visions and practices,
even when such practices go against the pillars of the faith.
Long after this book had gone into production, and therefore too late
to discuss in the main text, I read two new books that wrestled with this
issue and oﬀered diﬀerent solutions to the crisis of religion in the postmodern world. In his best-selling book God Is Not Great: How Religion
Poisons Everything, the noted columnist Christopher Hitchens announces
that modern sciences have so thoroughly dethroned the intellectually
unconvincing postulates of religious thought that only the ﬁnest works
of Western literature and music could compensate for the spiritual uplift
that traditional religions have so far oﬀered. Such a secular attachment to
the cultural aesthetic is not exactly the answer of the once devout Catholic
and now atheist French philosopher André Comte-Sponville. In his L’esprit
de l’athéisme: Introduction à une spiritualité sans Dieu, published in ,
Comte-Sponville is aware of the urgency to struggle for the freedom of
the irreligious, and he also wrestles with the issue of spirituality in a world
without Western religions (Judaism, Christianity, and Islam). In the end,
however, he comes out convinced that one can indeed experience a sense
of immanence and plenitude without having to subscribe to the dogma of
a monotheistic creed or to read the classics of the Western literary canon.
To be aware of the immensity of the creation, to experience what the French
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writer Romain Rolland called “the oceanic feeling” is, as Sigmund Freud
himself recognized in a letter to Rolland in , to go beyond the limits
of ordinary psychology and to do away with our little selves, our obstructionist egos caught ﬁrmly in the lowest degree of experience. Perhaps this
is why Alexandre Kojève wrote in his Essai d’une histoire raisonnée de la
philosophie païenne that “every authentic mystical experience is more or
less atheistic.” So thoroughly convinced is Comte-Sponville of the truth
of this perspective that he concludes his examination of God, religion, and
the spiritual life by reminding those of us who are apt to forget that “We
are already in [God’s] kingdom.”
While the question of faith in a postmonotheistic world order has yet to
receive the widespread and sustained attention it deserves, I limit myself
in this work to opening up our myths and scriptures for more capacious
visions and practices, even when such practices go against the pillars of the
faith—any faith, whether that faith be in the gods of religion, politics, or
the economy. I am far more interested in emphasizing the vital need of
criticism and the right to diﬀerence in any society or faith than in imagining new and better models of communal life, since all systems, however liberating they may at ﬁrst appear, have a natural tendency to harden
into dogmas and various degrees of illiberalism over time. In a thoughtful
article for the May , , issue of the New Yorker magazine, Anthony
Gottlieb, commenting on the recent trend of accusing religions for all our
ills, suggested that the absence of religion from our lives would in no way
guarantee a more peaceful coexistence, since the people who use religion
to make mischief could surely devise other ways to achieve the same goal.
Atheism, in other words, is no panacea for people trying to live together.
All systems and ideas can stand to be humanized through constant questioning and friendly amendments, as major ﬁgures of the Enlightenment
knew. As the veteran historian and essayist Tzvetan Todoror noted in L’esprit
des Lumières (), the well-calibrated critical spirit that is essential to the
maintenance of an enlightened community is now seriously undermined
by some of the global economic, cultural, and political forces discussed in
the course of this book.
I cannot overstate how crucial the support and encouragement of Jason
Weidemann, my editor and ﬁrst-rate interlocutor at the University of Minnesota Press, was to this project. Jason knew instantly what I was trying to
do. Through his agency and courteous exchange, the manuscript has been
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substantially improved. In addition to his own extensive list of probing
questions and comments, I was able to obtain several readings of the
manuscript, each one reﬂecting its author’s perspectives and suggesting
valuable improvements. Most helpful, too, were the comments conveyed
to me from several faculty board members. Jason’s steadfast support, along
with the enthusiasm and professionalism of the entire staﬀ at the press, has
made the publication process a truly exceptional experience. To all these
accomplished professionals from the vanguard state and press of Minnesota, and to Robert J. Allison, who, from the heartland of Puritans, continues to share his grace with this Moroccan pilgrim farther to the north,
my undying gratitude.
I only wish my friend the historian Jacques Downs was still among us to
read this book and ground my ideas in his typical Franklinesque common
sense. But he is gone to where Franklin, Jeﬀerson, and, most probably,
Paine have preceded him. If we, who are still on their trail, don’t “have it
in our power to begin the world over again,” then perhaps we can console
ourselves with the knowledge that we tried to keep their legacy—and the
legacy of their Muslim predecessors in embracing enlightened views about
humans and their gods—alive.

introduction

Saints in Peril
A Virtuous heretic shall be saved before a wicked Christian.
—               
The atheist staring from his attic window is often nearer to God than the
believer caught up in his own false image of God.
—          

This book is both an attempt to treat Islam over and beyond the conﬁnes
of the familiar extremist/moderate dichotomy and an extension of my reﬂections on ways to divert Muslim and other cultures toward more progressive formulations. In the past I called for a progressive interpretation
of Islam and its canons, urged both Muslims and Westerners to question
their orthodoxies, and argued for a polycentric world of “neoprovincials”
questioning dogmas at home, reaching out to progressive elements in other
cultures, and forging global alliances in the building of a genuinely multicultural human civilization, one in which economies are integrated into the
broader aspirations of nations, not ruling over them like ruthless, insatiable
deities. Here I am taking the discussion to its outer limits, calling on both
Muslims (who consider their religion to be God’s ﬁnal word in history) and
Americans (who often think of themselves as having received a special dispensation from the Creator) to embrace heretical thought, or freethinking, as the only life-saving measure left to avoid an apocalyptic future.
By asking Muslims and Americans to examine their histories, traditions,
and cultures critically, I am not, obviously, assuming a perfect symmetry
between Islam and America, for, technically speaking, Muslims are members of a faith, while Americans are members of a nation. (That nationalism






is another form of religion is another matter.)1 Neither am I positing that
Islam is monolithic in its eﬀects, as many are wont to object anytime the
word Islam is used to describe the experience of people in sprawling and
diverse parts of the globe. I could have used Marshall Hodgson’s adjective
Islamicate to refer to the broader set of complex cultural practices one ﬁnds
in Islamdom (lands of Islam) and thus dissociate the religion proper from
its cultural eﬀects, or from the non-Islamic customs on which the faith was
grafted;2 but since the word Islam as a signiﬁer is heavily used by both Muslims and non-Muslims, by scholars and nonscholars, in the current global
environment, I think it would be better to use it—instead of a series of more
technically accurate designations for each particular occasion—in order to
intervene more meaningfully in the discussion about Islam in the world.
Suﬃce to say that while Islam, as a set of precepts and obligations, is
universal, the practice of Islam varies from one cultural milieu to the next.
I grew up in Tangier, Morocco, a city more famous for its beaches, cafés,
bars, and nightclubs than for its mosques and minarets. In such a place,
one could talk about God and good wine in the same breath, although the
spheres of the sacred and the profane are carefully kept apart, so as not to
take away from the inherent quality of each. One may not ﬁnd this social
experience in Saudi Arabia, Pakistan, or Iran, where absolutism in matters
of faith is taken more seriously than in my native country and city. Yet
even in Morocco today, there is a serious attempt to throw Saudi Arabia’s
homegrown puritanical ideology, known as Wahhabism, on the country’s
liberal attitudes, increasingly seen by Islamists as unacceptably hedonistic.
One hopes that such an outcome never comes to be, not because I want
to defend hedonism (although, obviously, a serious philosophical argument
could be made for it) but because all societies are diminished when multiple ways of being are eroded by self-appointed, single-minded guardians
of authenticity. The drive for purity, in the end, results in terror and genocide. The coexistence of diﬀerent lifestyles within a polity is a testament
to the community’s ability to live with real diﬀerence, an experience that
is becoming increasingly rare in Muslim societies. Pluralism is essential
to any conversation, and without it Muslims in Muslim societies will keep
sliding deeper into the dark tunnel of monologues and self-congratulatory
pronouncements.
Just as I hope that the reader will keep a nuanced understanding of
Islam, I also want her to remember that America is an equally slippery





notion, standing as it is for a whole continent (which is not how it is used
in this book) and for a religiously, racially, and culturally diverse society.
America is a set of ideals blending a Puritan worldview with the philosophies of eighteenth-century European liberalism. It is a nation struggling
to be secular and Christian at once, and so is infused with a strong but
tortured missionary streak that seeks to convert the unconverted at home
(often the newly arrived, non-English-speaking immigrant) and bring the
light to the rest of the world. In fact, the United States itself could be
deﬁned as a form of religion—with its scripture (Declaration of Independence), Ten Commandments (Bill of Rights), and chosen people—that has
inaugurated a new era in the history of freedom, human rights, and government. The reverence for the aforementioned documents, all encased in
a heavily guarded “shrine” at the National Archives in Washington, D.C.,
is now a commonplace of American consciousness and political discourse,
although the sacralization of what were initially working blueprints for
change, as with all the founding texts of monotheistic religions, developed
over time, reaching their pinnacle, in the case of the Declaration, in their
consecration by Abraham Lincoln, following his own mythical rise to the
status of Founding Father. With such sacred foundations, the chosen
nation of America considers those who do not beneﬁt from its principles
(nowadays dubbed as a “way of life”) as slaves laboring in the darkness
of tyranny, and therefore in need of redemption. This outlook is a signiﬁcant yet often overlooked element in American foreign aﬀairs. Following
the military intervention in Iraq in , the British columnist George
Monbiot, relying on a book by Cliﬀord Longley, declared that “the United
States is no longer a nation. It is now a religion.” So collapsed are the categories that to question American nationalism is to commit blasphemy; it
makes one “anti-American.”3
That the United States is akin to a religion made up of the dual but
intersecting strains of Protestant fundamentalism and republican notions
of liberty is well known. But what is relatively less known, as Timothy
Marr, building on the groundbreaking work done by Robert J. Allison,
among others, has argued, is that Islamic despotism was the foil against
which the new republic’s national identity was deﬁned and, through wars
against North Africans and Malays, consolidated. “Muslim ascendancy in
the Mediterranean, and elsewhere in Africa and Asia,” writes Marr, who
has coined the term islamicism to deﬁne the particular brand of American





attitudes toward Islam, “challenged American global aspirations for expanding its blend of democratic principles and Christian values. Cultural negotiations of islamicist despotism comprised a key but critically neglected part
of the construction and consolidation of early American nationalism.” It
was not surprising at all that in , John Jay, the U.S. Secretary of Foreign Aﬀairs, would threaten New Yorkers that if they didn’t ratify the new
Constitution, “Algerians could be on the American coast and enslave its
citizens who have not a single sloop of war.” Oriental and Islamic despotism, a theme that came to America by way of Baron de Montesquieu’s
inﬂuential The Spirit of the Laws (), justiﬁed American moral superiority and what Marr calls an “imperialism of virtue.” In plays and action,
Americans prided themselves in their willingness to die ﬁghting such a
mighty foe. In a ﬁve-act play called The Young Carolinians, or, Americans
in Algiers, published in , a young gambler is redeemed by taking up the
cause of rescuing captive sailors, declaring that “our sailors shall make the
crescent bend to our ﬁxed stars.” By ﬁghting Muslims in North Africa, and
through the trumpeted exploits of Stephen Decatur and William Eaton,
the Navy was “transformed into an emblematic instrument of national
honor” and smoothed fears about its threat to American liberties.4
The fusion of a Christian eschatological imaginary, making the removal
of Ottomans and Muslims from the Holy Land essential to the fulﬁllment
of millennial prophecies, and the drive to spread liberty around the world
turned Islam into a power of darkness to be defeated. “Because American political ideology was opposed to extracontinental colonization, the
religious vision through which the divine will orchestrated the universal
success of Protestant aspirations became a strong cultural means of consolidating national power and pride,” explains Marr.5 Protestant theology
and American nationalism were thus blended into a super-ideology of expansionism and conversion, one that is too colossal not to be seriously considered a religion in its own right. In short, the American nation saw itself
as the antithesis of Islam, even though Islam is a religion, not a nation, in
the narrow political sense:
Since the beginnings of the settlement of what is today the United States,
the Islamic world has formed an extrahemispheric horizon that Americans
have engaged to deﬁne the cultural contours of their changing sense of
worldliness. The cultural discourse of islamicism dislocated Islam from its





diverse everyday practices and recalibrated it into an imaginary resource for
articulating local, regional, and national situations within a broader planetary perspective.6

One could, therefore, reasonably claim that because of the strong universalist drives that Islam and America (or Americanism) generate, both
could be treated as rivals in the struggle to shape minds and souls across
the globe. Sometimes, as we shall see in the course of this book, Europeans see Islamic fundamentalism and American commercial expansionism as allies in the war against European liberalism, so much so that in
, only four years before /, Marc Anna (better known as Alexandre
Del Valle), a right-wing author, christened this alliance “Islamerica.” The
conservative American author Dinesh D’Souza has imagined another kind
of alliance between America and Islam, one that brings together America’s
conservative agenda and those of traditional Islam to ﬁght a common
war against Muslim extremists, European liberals, and American leftists. I
will say more about the similarities between America and Islam in a later
chapter, but for now, the point to retain is that despite the missionary
ideologies that animate Muslims and Americans, I am interested primarily in the ways in which both peoples, each in their separate historical and
cultural spheres, are increasingly being subjected to religious, political, and
economic orthodoxies that suppress the intellectual legacies that once gave
both traditions, however brieﬂy, their greatest cultural élans. Thus, Islamic
cultures, long in a state of decline, are ﬁghting a nation whose ideals are
fast losing ground to the same reactionary forces that have condemned
Islam to a state of stagnation.
That Islam has rarely been as challenged to deal with its contradictions
as it has in the post–/ period is now quite obvious. The day after /,
when the world was still in shock, Sam Harris, a young scholar and graduate student at Stanford University, started writing an attack on Islam and
all monotheistic religions that would burst out into the publishing scene
in  and , complete with endorsements from leading intellectual
ﬁgures in the United States and Britain, and eliciting a tremendous amount
of attention and debate. Such a remarkable publishing debut was due in no
small measure to the author’s ability to alert readers of the world that by
sugarcoating religious nonsense and overlooking the fairy tale dimensions





of all religions, humans are forsaking reason, our only hope in a world
awash with all forms of unreason. Sam Harris’s The End of Faith struck a
chord and issued a challenge that we may as well address, if our quest for
understanding and peace is not to be held captive by foggy logic.7
Dismayed by the fact that people in the twenty-ﬁrst century still believe
in the “untestable propositions” of ancient religions, Harris blames the socalled moderates (failed fundamentalists, he describes them at one point)
who continue to abet beliefs in obsolete creeds and the sacredness of scriptures that are no less fantastical than ancient Greece’s mythical gods, long
discarded for what they are: mere fables. He chastises towering scientists
like the late Stephen Jay Gould for indulging in this form of political
correctness and points out that, as a result of our “failure to criticize the
unreasonable (and dangerous) certainty of others,” we live in “a country
in which a person cannot get elected president if he openly doubts the
existence of heaven and hell.”8 While Harris understands that humans
“cannot live by reason alone,”9 using this phrase shouldn’t mean accepting
the dictates of people who lived thousands of years ago as articles of faith,
or as indispensable guides to a future that could not have been imagined
by people who lived two hundred, let alone two thousand, years ago.
Harris is harshest on Muslims, quoting from the Quran selectively and
relying almost exclusively on the authority of Bernard Lewis and a couple
of other scholars to show that it sanctions violence (although Lewis’s reading of Islam is far more nuanced). He dismisses University of Chicago
professor of political science Robert A. Pape’s scholarly ﬁndings on suicide bombers and singles out the latter for his ire because it is, in his view,
Islam that motivates them to commit violence and atrocities against their
enemies, as if religion here were less inspirational than, say, family, tribe,
or nation. Not only does Harris downplay the context in which such acts
happen, but he doesn’t seem to realize that people do not always kill, or
even commit large-scale atrocities, for, or in the name of, God. Dogma,
which he invokes, would have been a safer category to emphasize. Still, it
is true that Muslim extremists seem to worry about “contamination” (a crucial ingredient in Kwame Anthony Appiah’s system of “new cosmopolitanism”)10 and seem unable to shake out their sense of “humiliation,”11
but then again, this is due to a more complex global phenomenon.12
To Harris, who provides a scientiﬁc analysis of belief, one cannot reason
with people of faith—that is, people inhabited by delusions legitimized by





the rubric of religion—and so it is perfectly legitimate to kill Muslim extremists in self-defense. For “the men who committed the atrocities of September  . . . were men of faith—perfect faith.”13 That religious people
do a lot of good doesn’t make faith necessary, Harris repeats throughout.14 The bloody record of religion doesn’t compensate for the horrors
executed in its name. Religions are simply wired to be intolerant and ultimately violent. The Holy Inquisition, to take one instance, started with
the attempt to wipe out the “popular movement of Catharism” (a form of
Manichaeanism founded by Mani, who also was “ﬂayed alive at the behest
of Zoroastrian priests in  ”) in , by deploying the most elaborate
forms of torture to punish heretics, as the following description chillingly
illustrates:
The condemned are then immediately carried to the Riberia, the place of
execution, where there are as many stakes set up as there are prisoners to
be burnt. The negative and relapsed being ﬁrst strangled and then burnt;
the professed mount their stakes by a ladder, and the Jesuits, after several
repeated exhortations to be reconciled to the church, consign them to eternal destruction, and then leave them to the ﬁend, who they tell them stands
at their elbow to carry them into torments. On this a great shout is raised,
and the cry is, “let the dogs’ beards be made”; which is done by thrusting
ﬂaming bunches of furze, fastened to long poles, against their beards, till
their faces are burnt black, the surrounding populace rending the air with
the loudest acclamations of joy. At last ﬁre is set to the furze at the bottom
of the stake, over which the victims are chained, so high that the ﬂame
seldom reaches higher than the seat they sit on, and thus they are rather
roasted than burnt. Although there cannot be a more lamentable spectacle
and the suﬀerers continually cry out as long as they are able, “Pity for the
love of God!” yet it is beheld by persons of all ages and both sexes with
transports of joy and satisfaction.15

And it is this murderous certitude that turned people into witches and
Jews into blood-sucking monsters preying on holy Christian blood eligible for torture and some of the most degrading treatment ever experienced
by human beings. Of course, the Jews’ dogma of chosenness didn’t make
things easier for them, but the Christian demonization of Jews for refusing to believe in tenets such as Mary’s virginity (almost certainly the result

